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Abstract
A common approach for advanced Indoor Localization systems is the fusion of complementary techniques, such as inertial navigation systems like Pedestrian Dead-Reckoning (PDR) and absolute measurement methods like radio-frequency (RF) beacon-based
positioning. Although this fusion approach provides accurate drift-free absolute positioning, the best results are only obtained if
the techniques are adapted to each environment and user. This requires a previous campaign of building calibration and movement
model estimation that will be specific to the place and person. In this paper, we tackle this problem by presenting a real-time
pedestrian navigation system that fuses PDR and RF beacon-based strategies using a flexible particle filter (PF) implementation,
with the following innovative aspects: 1) the definition of an adaptive stride movement model valid for different walking styles,
which is used in the PF prediction stage; 2) the dynamic estimation of the measurements model from real-time Received Signal
Strength (RSS) and Time of Flight (TOF) values, which is used in the PF update stage; 3) the tracking of the person’s position
without an initial position/heading nor specific calibration. Additionally, we have obtained the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB)
for our fusion-based approach, in order to assess rigorously the performance of the positioning accuracy. We have tested the system
in a building fusing PDR with TOF and RSS values coming from WiFi access points or ZigBee nodes. For trajectories with a total
length of approximately 1000 m we obtained an error of less than 1.75 m for 90 % of the total path length, with both systems. The
empirical results match closely the CRLB, showing that our system performs close to the theoretical limit.
Keywords: Indoor Positioning, Pedestrian Dead Reckoning, Wireless Sensor Networks, Particle Filters, Cramér-Rao Bound,
Pedestrian Movement Model
1. Introduction
Localization and tracking of people in indoor or GPS-denied
environments is a major technological issue nowadays, with an
ongoing effort to develop Local Positioning Systems (LPS) with
the same degree of precision, reliability and availability already
achieved by the Global Positioning System. Applications of
LPS technology include Location-Based Services (LBS) such
as pedestrian navigation in complex indoor buildings, inclusion
of elders or disabled citizens in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
scenarios, support to first-aid responders like firemen or policemen in risky situations, the proactive supply of information at
specific locations for museum visitors, or the customized advertising in shopping malls, among others [1].
Due to lack of a technological standard like in the case of
outdoor scenarios, a number of possibilities for indoor local∗ Corresponding
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ization exist (see [2] for a recent survey), utilizing many physical signals. The majority are based in the propagation of radiofrequency (RF) signals emitted from known locations, either
by existing wireless communication systems (WiFi and Bluetooth), or by dedicated anchors (ZigBee, ultrawideband radio
or RF identification tags). The time of arrival of such RF signals, or their perceived intensity, can be linked to the range or
distance from a mobile device to a set of fixed anchors, permitting to locate the former. Due to complications arising from the
complex RF signals propagation indoors, the position estimated
can have large errors [3]. Other systems are based on time of
arrival measurements of Ultrasound signals [4, 5], these have a
lower distance error due to the speed of the sound, but are more
sensible to non line of sight conditions and doppler effects.
Alternatively, a user trajectory may be determined using the
data from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) carried by him
using Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR), in which the position
is obtained from an initial position and orientation, using the estimation of the displacements or velocity, and the heading. PDR
position estimates are best when the sensor unit is placed in the
foot of the person, since this permits, in each step, to update
and correct the accumulation of position and orientation errors
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estimation, and details on the adaptive motion and sensor data
models. Section 4 shows the theoretical CRLB of the fused approach and some simulated results on the expected positioning
accuracy of our scheme. In Section 5 describe our experimental
setup and empirical positioning results. Lastly, Section 6 gives
some final conclusions.

due to the integration (the drift). It is still a technological challenge to produce accurate positioning when the inertial sensor
is placed in other parts of the body (for example, integrated in a
smartphone). Even foot-mounted PDR, although very precise,
suffers from a slow position drift, which is proportional to the
total traveled distance, and has a global position ambiguity [6].
A natural way to overcome the drawbacks of both, wireless
and inertial systems, is to fuse the information from more than
one system. Several research works show how to fuse inertial (PDR) and RF-based LPS systems. Some are based on
the use of Kalman filters and its variants (Extended KF, Unscented KF) using loose fusion methods, i.e., they incorporate as measurements the independent LPS-estimated position
[7, 8]. Other Kalman-based approaches use tight integration,
i.e., they add raw measurements such as the range to one or
several RF beacons, the time of flight (TOF) or the received
signal strength (RSS) to generate the fused estimation [9, 10].
Other approaches use particle filters (PF), due to their flexibility to incorporate additional non-linear non-gaussian measurements such as those coming from map-matching approaches
[11, 12, 13]. Those PF approaches, use the relative changes in
position and heading from the last detected step (measured from
a PDR subsystem) as a motion model, and update the weights
of the particles according to their path in the map.
The use of accurate motion and measurement models is essential in order to obtain a good final positioning accuracy.
Most authors use general PDR motion models that do not adapt
to the particular motion of the person [11, 13]. On the other
hand, the measurement model is normally pre-calibrated prior
to the use of the system [10], and needs to be re-calibrated every time the environment changes (new furniture, computing
equipment, etc.). The development of adaptive measurement
and motion models is a topic of interest in indoor localization
since it permits the use of the system without the need of any
calibration or adaptation to the different ways of locomotion.
The aim of this work is to present an indoor pedestrian localization system based on the fusion of inertial PDR information
with measurements from RF beacons, using a PF approach that
incorporates adaptive motion and measurements models. Our
solution includes the following innovative aspects: 1) the definition of an adaptive stride movement model valid for different walking styles, which is used in the PF prediction stage;
2) the dynamic estimation of the measurements model from
real-time RSS and TOF values, which is used in the PF update
stage; 3) the tracking of the persons position without an initial
position/heading nor specific calibration. In order to independently evaluate the performance of our approach, we also derived the theoretical Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for our
PDR+LPS fusion framework. Such bound can be used to know
the impact of a particular design implementation on the final
expected localization accuracy. Our particle filter implementation uses an optimized design (a low number of states, and a
low step-like update rate) in order to be executed in real-time.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief
overview on position estimation by range measurements and
by PDR, and the possibilities of fusing both kinds of information. Section 3 presents our PF implementation for position

2. State of the Art
This section presents a brief overview on previous research
on range-based positioning, PDR determination of trajectories,
and fusion of both approaches, in the context of personal indoor
localization.
2.1. Range-Based Position Estimation
The range or distance between a RF emitting anchor and a
receiver can be estimated directly from the TOF of the RF signal, or indirectly from the RSS. The complicated nature of the
propagation of RF in indoor environments, largely affected by
the refraction and diffraction by obstacles, results in large statistical fluctuations in the measured ranges by either way [14].
When the RF system permits the measurement of the propagation time (either one way or round trip times), the position
can be computed by trilateration [15]. Non line of sight (NLOS)
effects on RF signal propagation must be taken into account
since this is the common situation in indoor environments.
Unlike TOF measurement, signal strength measuring capacity is present in most RF devices. To convert a RSS measurement to distance, the generic path-loss model [16] is widely
used for indoor environments:
z s,m (r) = α s − 10β s,m log10 (kr − APm k/d0 ) + n s ,

(1)

where z s,m is the signal strength (s) from the anchor m
(m=1,. . . ,M) in a logarithmic scale (dB), kr − APm k is the distance between the anchor’s position APm and the mobile device’s position r, d0 is a reference distance, α s is the power received at the distance d0 , β s,m (the path-loss exponent) is a constant usually determined in an ambient calibration stage, and
the term n s is a random variable which accounts for the fluctuations of the signal strength caused by multipath propagation,
reflections, interference, etc., which is usually considered to be
log-normally distributed with zero mean and variance σ2s . For
more detail in the factors that affect the RSS values see [14, 17]
Once a large enough set of RSS has been determined, the position can be computed by converting the trilateration equations
into linear form [18], or by direct minimization of a cost function constructed using the path loss law [3]. This last procedure
can be made more robust by estimating the path-loss exponents
{βi } dynamically along with the position [14], which can be useful in environments with a changing path-loss relationship.
2.2. Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
The objective of PDR is to estimate the position, velocity and
attitude of a person using inertial sensors attached to his body.
An IMU typically contains 3-axis orthogonal accelerometers
2

2.3. Information fusion
Bayesian filters [27] regard the position of the mobile device at a given time step j as a random variable with probability density function (PDF) p(X[ j]) of a group of states X[ j]
that includes the position. Information about the current position of the mobile device is obtained from sensor data of two
kinds: sensor measurements from external RF nodes (such as
RSS or TOF), denoted by z[ j], and motion measurements obtained from an IMU. The position PDF is computed iteratively
using:
Z
p(z[ j] | X[ j])
p(X[ j]) =
p(X[ j] | X[ j−1]) p(X[ j−1]) dX[ j−1],
p(z[ j])
(2)
where the integral term combines the previous instant posterior
PDF p(X[ j − 1]) with the sensor data about the user model provided by the term p(X[ j] | X[ j − 1]) (called the motion model),
and the multiplicative term at the left is the Bayesian correction
on the expected position distribution by the current measurements z[ j] from RF nodes (the observation model).
In practice, Bayesian localization can be implemented in different ways. The Kalman filter and its variants (EKF and UKF)
assume that the PDF of the states follows a normal distribution.
A common approach is to use the range estimates as correction
terms to PDR estimates of position [9]. Through a fusion algorithm the information from the range measurements can be fed
into the position estimation on an EKF.
In indoor localization problems with RF signals, it is more
flexible to assume that the PDF of the states can take an arbitrary shape. One particularly flexible and computer-efficient
model for sampling the PDF of position in indoor environment
is the particle filter [28, 29], which computes the positioning
probability over a finite set of mobile points (called particles),
whose positions converge iteratively to the real position of the
mobile node. This is the approach that will be followed in this
paper.

and gyroscopes. PDR algorithms integrate the individual sensor readings, angular rates and accelerations, to obtain orientation and position. The great advantage of PDR with respect to
the range-based LPS approaches is that PDR is self-contained,
i.e., does not depend on a pre-installed infrastructure, and is not
subject to signal jamming or degradation because of perturbing
sources in the surroundings.
There are two alternative PDR integration methods: 1) those
that estimate position by integrating step lengths (SL) and orientation (Θ) estimations at each detected step (update at step
rate, i.e., approximately 1 Hz) [19, 20]. And, 2) those with a
foot-mounted IMU, implementing an Inertial Navigation System (INS) on an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and using pseudomeasurements of zero velocity during the stance phase of the
walk pattern [6, 21, 22]. The main PDR drawback, for both SL
and INS-EKF approaches, is the accumulation of positioning
errors during the dead-reckoning integration (the drift).
The accuracy of PDR position estimations depends on the
particular IMU attachment point on the person. Several IMU
allocations have been tested in the literature; e.g., on the foot,
waist, chest, back, head, leg, hand (static or swinging), or in
a pocket or handbag. Among all possible locations, a footmounted arrangement is the preferred place to obtain the best
accuracy. In fact, this is the only position where an INS-EKF
based PDR integration can be used reliably. If the sensor can
not be placed on the foot, e.g., when using the internal sensors of a smartphone, then the SL-based integration method has
to be used, as in [23, 24]. This technique performs worse, in
terms of step detection effectiveness and position accuracy, than
foot-mounted INS-based solutions, but is able to provide a dead
reckoning in those cases.
The excellent positioning performances of foot-mounted
PDR is mainly due to a technique, called Zero Velocity Update (ZUPT), that limits the integrated velocity errors when the
foot is on the floor. Most types of human movement including
walking and running have repeated recognizable periods during
which the velocity of the foot is zero. These brief periods occur during the stance phase of the gait cycle, each time the foot
contacts the ground. Recognition of these “ZERO-Velocity”
periods can be used to apply velocity corrections during the
INS integration. Foot-mounted PDR solutions, using low-cost
IMUs, usually have an error accumulation growth of less than
1 % of the total traveled distance (TTD) (e.g., an error of less
than 5 meters for a 500 meter walking test) [6, 22].

3. Proposed fusion filter
In this section we present an indoor pedestrian localization
system based on the fusion of inertial PDR information with
measurements from RF beacons. We use a PF approach as a
general framework for the fusion of multiple sources of information, similar to [11, 13]. This decision is necessary to be able
to handle the non linearities, the arbitrary shape of the distributions and the initial position and heading ambiguity. However,
we extent that solutions by incorporating new features such as
two new adaptive motion and measurements models, among
others, for improved performance and usability. The general
structure of the fused PF-based localization filter is presented in
subsection 3.1. After that, in subsection 3.2 we describe the definition of an adaptive stride movement model valid for different
walking styles, which is used in the PF prediction stage. Next,
in subsection 3.3 we present how to update particle’s weights
using a measurement model which dynamically estimates the
path-loss exponents (a method to improve accuracy and also a
way to avoid building-specific calibration).

In order to eliminate the residual drift of any IMU-based
PDR solutions, they must be aided with some kind of absolute positioning reference. Such corrections can be provided
by: 1) other self-contained sensors (magnetometers, barometers) [19, 25], 2) applying movement constraints (e.g., impossibility to cross walls in buildings [11], or heuristics about the
common alignment of trajectories with the orientation of corridors [26]), or 3) using external sensors (GPS or LPS), and
applying a Bayesian fusion to integrate them to the PDR solution.
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3.1. General structure
The selection of the state vector that must be estimated in
a Bayesian filter is a very important design decision. It is important to select the minimum number of states, specially when
using particle filters, since they suffer from the curse of dimensionality [30, 31], which states that the number of necessary
particles grow exponentially with the number of states. The
common 15 states PDR estimation proposed by Foxlin [6] will
require a significant amount of particles, that a normal computer will not be able to handle at the common sampling rate
of an IMU (in our case 100 Hz). A possible solution is to estimate in the PF, only the non observable states of the PDR, the
position and the heading, as proposed in [12, 13]. In our PF
we use a state vector composed of 4 components: the three 3D
positioning terms (r x [ j], ry [ j], rz [ j]) and the heading θ[ j] with
respect an arbitrary-selected local navigation frame.
Using a PDR algorithm, preferably based on foot-mounted
INS integration method, it is possible to accurately estimate the
changes in the 3D position and the foot heading with respect to
the last step pose. Thus, a PDR provides the step displacement
∆r[ j] = [∆r x [ j], ∆ry [ j], ∆rz [ j]]T (measured in the local reference frame, rotated according to the yaw of the previous step)
and change in the IMU heading ∆θ[ j] (in the same reference
frame). These step displacements and changes in the heading
can be observed in the figure 1 where they are used to reconstruct the position of the pedestrian’s foot.

where the rotation matrix is:

 cos(θ[ j − 1]) − sin(θ[ j − 1])
 sin(θ[ j − 1]) cos(θ[ j − 1])
Rot(θ[ j−1]) = 
0
0

0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1




 , (4)



and θ[ j − 1] is the heading of the sensor in the previous step
with respect to the local reference frame.
Using a PF, a probability distribution p(X[ j]) can be approximated to a set of N particles {X (i) , i = 1, 2, . . . , N} with associated weights {w(i) , i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, where the density of the
particles is selected according to the expected state’s distribution from the previous states. This way the particle states can
be updated according to:
X (i) [ j] = fm (X (i) [ j − 1], ∆X[ j] + n step ),

n step ∼ N(0, P[ j]),
(5)
where P[ j] will be the covariance of the error model with respect to the reference frame of the previous step, which is adaptively computed for each step depending on its features, as it
will be treated in subsection 3.2.
When a measurement z[ j] is received, as the importance density is estimated from the prior density [32], the weight w(i) of
each particle X (i) will be updated as:
w(i) [ j] =

w(i) [ j − 1] · p(z[ j]|X̂ (i) [ j])
,
p(z[ j])

(6)

where p(z[ j]|X̂ (i) [ j]) is the likelihood function obtained from
the measurement z[ j] when the state is X̂ (i) [ j], and p(z[ j]) is a
normalization factor. We do not update the particle weights after each step change, in fact the weights of the particles are only
affected by external measurements, in our case the RSS of the
signal that will be explained in subsection 3.3. However, this
PF is a flexible framework which can potentially integrate any
other sensor measurements such as pressure, magnetometer, vision, etc., or context-specific information such as maps.
In our case the steps and the measurements are received at
different rates, therefore we will use the index j to refer to the
PDR steps, and the index k to refer to the measurements. A
k-th measurement received at time t s [k] between tPDR [ j − 1]
and tPDR [ j], can be integrated using a weight update. We will
assume a measurement model as:
z[k] = h(r̂[k]) + n[k],

Figure 1: Reconstruction of the position using the step displacements (green)
and heading changes (blue) obtained from PDR and starting from the initial
position r0 and heading θ0

The propagation of the states X[ j] = [r x [ j], ry [ j], rz [ j], θ[ j]]T
(for j ∈ Z + ) from the stance j − 1 in time tPDR [ j − 1] (center
of the stance) to the stance j in time tPDR [ j], using the PDR
inter-step changes ∆X[ j] = [∆r x [ j], ∆ry [ j], ∆rz [ j], ∆θ[ j]]T will
be:
X[ j] = fm (X[ j − 1], ∆X[ j]) =
 




 r x [ j]   r x [ j − 1] 
 ∆r x [ j] 
 ∆r [ j] 
 r [ j]   r [ j − 1] 
y
 y
 =  y
 + Rot(θ[ j − 1]) · 
 , (3)
 ∆rz [ j] 
 rz [ j]   rz [ j − 1] 
θ[ j − 1]
∆θ[ j]
θ[ j]

(7)

where h(r̂[k]) is an observation function, n[k] is the noise of
the observation, and r̂[ j] is the approximation of the position
assuming a constant velocity between the step points, as:
r̂[k] = r[ j − 1] +

(t s [k] − tPDR [ j − 1])
· (r[ j] − r[ j − 1]). (8)
(tPDR [ j] − tPDR [ j − 1])

When the system receives the measurement, the weight w(i)
of the particle X (i) is updated using a temporal weight w′(i) as:
w′(i) = w(i) [ j − 1] · p(z[k]|r̂(i) [k]).
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(9)

After all the weights have been updated, we normalize the valP
ues, such that i w′(i) = 1.

The global structure for the fusion of PDR and RF measurements using a PF is presented in figure 2. This structure shows
at the left side the blocks involved in the prediction phase, and
at the right the measurement update processing blocks:

step length (SL), the swing duration (t sw ) and the step duration (t st = t sw + Stance duration). The step heading has a simple effect in the error distributions. If the step forms an angle
θ s = atan2(∆ry , ∆r x ) with the previous stance X axis, the obtained error distribution in the XY plane is equivalent to the
one from a straight step (θ s = 0), but rotated according to the
direction of the movement, while the error distributions in the
Z axis and the heading are unaffected. The rotated covariance
can be obtained using (4) as:

• Prediction stage: 1) Estimation of the PDR inter-step
changes (∆X) using a Kalman-based INS algorithm with
ZUPT updates, 2) Adaptive step movement error model
based on the step features, and 3) the actual particle displacement based on this model and its error distribution.

P[ j] = Rot(θ s ) · P[ j]θs =0 · Rot(θ s )T .

• Update stage: 1) Reception of the RSS and TOF sensor
values at the actual position, 2) Path-loss exponent estimation, 3) Adaptive path-loss model, and 4) particle weight
update at an approximate position r̂[k]

(10)

In figure 3 the effect of changing the walking type can be
observed, in this case the increment in the swing duration, increases the standard deviation of the distribution in the XY
plane, but the increment is not the same in both axis. The figure
also shows the effect in the heading change, where we observe
that longer step durations increment the standard deviation of
the distribution. The author in [34] estimated the covariance
matrix based on several decompositions as a way to obtain an
easier representation of the information. We propose to model
the distribution studying the Cholesky lower factorization of the
covariances obtained from the simulations using a Monte Carlo
method. As a way to measure the effect of the step length and
the swing duration, we generated synthetic signals with 10 values from 60 % to 150 % of the original step lengths and swing
durations. For the evaluation of the step duration we added additional stance duration after the step and evaluated the covariances in 10 points with step durations between 1.2 s and 2.1
s. We observed lineal relationships between the errors and S L,
√
t sw and p t st . With this 1000 Cholesky factorizations of covariances ( P[ j]θs =0 ) we propose a linear approximation of the effect of the step length, the swing duration and the squared root
of
p the step duration in each of the lower triangle elements of
P[ j]θs =0 , such that:
p
√
P[ j]θs =0 (S L, t sw , t st ) = A · S L + B · t sw + C · t st + D. (11)

• Resampling: A common problem related to PF is the degeneracy phenomenon where, after a few iterations, all but
one particle will have a negligible weight. An optional resampling (top of figure 2) is performed if degeneracy is
detected, according to the method proposed in [32].
The adaptive step model will be explained in subsection 3.2 and
the path loss model will be explained in subsection 3.3.
3.2. Adaptive Step Motion Model
In this section we explain the movement model that is used
to integrate the PDR estimations into the PF fusion framework.
A PDR algorithm does not provide absolute information of the
position nor the heading, but the step displacements and heading changes, ∆X = [∆r x , ∆ry , ∆rz , ∆θ]. Those changes obtained
with the IMU and PDR are highly accurate when compared
with the actual step displacements and heading change of the
foot. This relative inter-step displacement information is an excellent movement model for the Bayesian prediction, or displacement of the particles, but it is also necessary to find the
error propagation model for these particle displacements. This
error propagation model will depend on the particular type of
step performed by the user.
For the purpose of this study we analyzed the PDR reconstructions of a synthetic IMU signal of a single 1.2 m step in the
X direction from [33]. A total of 1000 reconstructions were analyzed adding experimentally recorded IMU noise in each signal and we were able to measure the covariance of the obtained
positioning and heading error P[ j], common for the PDR estimation of that single step. This model can be associated with a
Gaussian distribution by using the obtained covariance and the
expected relative position displacement, therefore creating the
movement model of the particles. This direct approach models
the motion of the foot of a person and the uncertainty due to the
integration of the IMU noisy signals, but it is only valid when
the step characteristics are the same.
In a common walk it is unlikely that every step will be the
same and therefore we studied the changes in P[ j] when we
used different characteristics of the steps. The characteristics
that altered the distributions were: the step heading (θ s ), the

In this model, the matrices A, B and C are an experimental
p measurement of the gradient of each of the elements of P[ j]θs =0
with respect to the step length, the swing duration and the
squared root of the step duration, using a grid of 10 different
cases for each of the previous value. These matrices were incremented to take into account the long term bias instability,
errors in the stance detection, velocities and turn rates during
the stance, etc. Particularly we discovered an important correlation between the errors in the Y axis and the errors in the
heading, and between the errors in the X axis and the errors in
the Z axis.
With this error model each particle update is calculated as:
p
p
P[ j] = Rot(θ s ) · P[ j]θs =0 (S L, t sw , t st )
for i=1:N
p
X (i) [ j] = f (X (i) [ j − 1], ∆X[ j] + P[ j] · randn(4, 1)) (12)
end
where randn(4, 1) is 4-value column of normally distributed
pseudorandom numbers.
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Figure 2: General structure of the proposed algorithm. In yellow the proposed PDR step modeling and in green the proposed non linear path loss model
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where z s,m [k] is the collected RSS value of the m-th anchor; α s
is the power measured at a reference distance of d0 = 1 m, it depends on several factors: averaged fast and slow fading, antennas gains and transmitted power, but in practice it can be often
known beforehand [35] and its value will be valid as long as the
antenna gains and the transmitted power remain constant; β s [k]
denotes the path-loss exponent; r[k] is the position of the person; APm is the position of the m-th anchor; and n s [k] denotes
a Gaussian error caused by slow fading, that has zero-mean in
the cases where α s and β s,m [k] are perfectly known [36].
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Figure 3: Position and heading distributions for a Wandering walk (on the left,
S L = 0.6 m, tst = 2.1 s and tsw = 0.64 s) and a Constant walk (on the right,
S L = 1.2 m, tst = 1.2 s and tsw = 0.8 s). Above. Obtained XY position
distributions for 1000 steps with their 1-sigma ellipse. Below. Histogram of the
obtained heading for 1000 simulations and its approximation

3.3. Adaptive TOF-RSS Measurement Model
In this section we explain the measurement model which relates the position of the person to the collected RSS values. As
the path-loss exponent plays an important role as parameter of
the measurement model, we firstly explain the way the pathloss exponents are dynamically estimated using both, the RSS
and TOF measurements.
From subsection 2.1 it is possible to obtain the relationship
between the collected RSS values at the mobile position and
the anchor position which depends on a large number of unpredictable factors, among them, the path-loss exponent. The
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To dynamically estimate the path-loss exponent in (13) we
take the RSS-based ranging technique explained in detail in
[14]. This technique is based on finding the path-loss exponents which maximize a compatibility function that relates the
collected RSS values at the target position to the anchors position in range. However, the compatibility function does not
have to be maximized analytically in a global fashion, but for a
set of path-loss exponents belonging to a set of feasible physical solutions. Therefore, to constrict the initial set of path-loss
exponents, we use the same general constraints based on heuristic reasonings as shown in [14]. Nevertheless, as we also have
TOF values, we can add to the previous set several specific constraints based on TOF ranging techniques as explained in [37].
Therefore, at each measurement time k we can estimate the array of M path-loss exponents {b
β s [k]} = [b
β s,1 [k], . . . , b
β s,M [k]]T ,

4.1. Cramér-Rao lower bound
The CRLB establishes a lower bound on the mean square error of any unbiased estimator [38, 39]. This bound has been
used as a theoretical benchmark for the comparison of implemented suboptimal algorithms and as a measure of the effects
of introduced approximations [40]. Therefore, the CRLB is an
important design tool used as a predictor of the best achievable
performance before implementing a system. In the following,
we use such metric to assess the optimality of the presented
positioning framework.
The Bayesian version of the CRLB is known as the Van Trees
CRLB [41], or posterior CRLB, since it is obtained from posterior distributions [42]. In this case, for each time instant tPDR [ j],
the CRLB is given by,

as:
{b
β s [k]} = arg max C({β s [k]}, {z s [k]}, α s , r̃[k], {AP}),
{β s [k]}

s.t. β s,m [k]m=1,...,M ∈ Ψ (14)

where M is the number of anchors in range at each time; Ψ is
the set of feasible path-loss exponents constricted by heuristic
reasoning and by TOF-based ranging information [37]; C(·) is
the compatibility function described in [14]; {z s [k]} is the array of received RSS measurements; r̃[k] is an initial position
estimation; and {AP} is the array of anchors’ positions.
Finally, at each measurement time k, once we have estimated
the path-loss exponents to each anchor in range and assuming the measurements are independent, given the current actual
state, we can add them into (13) using the estimated position
r̂[k] from (8) and obtaining the following measurement model
or likelihood
p(z s [k]|r̂[k]) =

M
Y

E{(g(Z[ j]) − X[ j])(g(Z[ j]) − X[ j])T }  J−1
j ,
where Z[ j] denotes all the available measurements up to time
tPDR [ j], i.e., the set {z[i], i = 1..., j}. Moreover, g(Z[ j]) is an unbiased estimator of X[ j], and J j is the Fisher information matrix
(FIM) obtained as,

φ(z s,m[k]; hm (r̂[k]), σ s ) =

m=1

M
Y
m=1

1
∆zm [k]
√ exp −
2σ2s
σ s 2π

!
2

J j = −E{∇X[ j] [∇X[ j] log p(Z[ j]|X[ j])]T }.
Tichasvský et al. proposed in [43] a method for recursive
computation of this FIM, without a need for inverting large matrices of dimension (( j + 1)dim(X) × ( j + 1)dim(X)). The recursion is given by,

, (15)

where, σ s is the standard deviation of the likelihood and:

21
11 −1 12
J j+1 = D22
j − D j (J j + D j ) D j , ( j > 0)

∆zm [k] = (z s,m [k] − (α s − 10b
β s,m [k]log10 (||r̂[k] − APm ||)). (16)

where

As we estimate β s in (14), we are also adding the error in its
estimation, therefore, the term n s depends on the error in the
estimation of β s and on the logarithm of the distance.
With this measurement model each particle weight can be
calculated as:
w = w[ j − 1]
for k > 0
s.t. (tPDR [ j − 1] < t s [k] ≤ tPDR [ j])
Obtain {βbs [k]}
s [k]−tPDR [ j−1])
γ = (t(tPDR
[ j]−tPDR [ j−1])
for i=1:N
r̂(i) [k] = r(i) [ j − 1] + γ · (r(i) [ j] − r(i) [ j − 1])
QM
w′(i) = w′(i) m=1
φ(z s,m [k]; hm (r̂(i) [k]), σ s)
end
P
w′ = w′ / w′
end
w[ j] = w′

(18)

′

−E{∇X[ j] [∇X[ j] log p(X[ j + 1]|X[ j])]T }

D11
j

=

D21
j

=

D12
j

=

T
[D21
j ]

D22
j

=

−E{∇X[ j+1] [∇X[ j+1] log p(X[ j + 1]|X[ j])]T }

−E{∇X[ j] [∇X[ j+1] log p(X[ j + 1]|X[ j])]T }

−E{∇X[ j+1] [∇X[ j+1] log p(z[ j + 1]|X[ j + 1])]T }.

Particularizing (18) for the motion and measurements models
given by (12) and (13), respectively, we can obtain the information matrix as:1
p
p
T −1
J j+1 = Jzj + ( P[ j] P[ j]T + F j J−1
j F j ) , ( j > 0) (19)
where the information conveyed by the measurements is:
 M 

2
 P

10βm
T
u
u
0
m
2×2

 ,
z
m
σ
kr[
j]−AP
k
ln(10)
m
J j =  m=1 s
(20)

02×2
02×2

(17)

and the Cholesky factorization of the covariance of the step
model is:
p
p
P[ j] = Rot(θ s ) · P[ j]θs =0 (S L, t sw , t st ).
(21)

4. Positioning error analysis
As a first evaluation of the improvements of the proposed
algorithm, we analyzed the Cramér-Rao lower bound and compared the results with a Monte Carlo analysis of the obtained
root mean squared error (RMSE) using synthetic signals.

1 We keep the previous assumptions of independence between the state and
the inputs: step displacement, ∆r, change in heading, ∆θ, and standard deviation in RSS measurements, σs . For simplicity, in (19) we show the case where
prediction and update are carried out at the same time instants (i.e., j = k).
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r[ j]−APm
The 2-dimensional unit vector um = kr[
j]−APm k represents the
direction from the target to the m-th anchor in the XY plane,
and F j is the Jacobian matrix of the dynamic model evaluated
in r[ j].
From (19) we can point out that: 1) each anchor only provides information about the target’s position and only in the
direction from the target to such anchor; and 2) the step length,
the swing duration and the step duration directly affect the accuracy achievable by the positioning system. Using the trajectory
of figure 4, we show the effect of such factors in the CRLB
for a 10 loops closed walk of approximately 1000 m from [33],
taking into account two walking types (constant and wandering
walk) and evaluating three cases:

Simulations trajectory

Path
Beacons

25

YAxis [m]

20
15
10
5
0
−5

0

5
10
X Axis [m]

15

20

Figure 4: Trajectory and anchors used for the CRLB and the simulations. The
path consists on a rounded square walk of approximately 100 m long.

• Fusion: Using the information from the PDR step model
and adding the RSS distance information using (19), when
the initial position and heading is unknown.

Theoretical evolution of the root mean squared error
10

Constant walk − Fusion
Constant walk − PDR
Wandering walk − Fusion
Wandering walk − PDR
LPS

9

• PDR: Using the information from the step model, but assuming an initial position and heading known. This correspond to (19) with Jzj = 0.

8

RMSE (m)

7

• LPS: Using only the information from the distance measurements, equation (20).
The obtained CRLB is shown in figure 5 were we can observe
that: 1) the positioning error achieved by PDR increases with
time whereas this error is bounded and close to 0.5 meters when
including RSS measurements; 2) changing the walking type affects the PDR lower bound, however, this effect is alleviated
when incorporating RSS measurements; 3) The changes between a straight walk and round walk generates oscillations in
the CRLB of PDR, but in general the mean RMSE and the amplitude of their oscillations will grow with the distance; 4) The
oscillations in the LPS solutions are due to the changes in the
distance from the anchors, as they are not symmetrical with the
path. Closer anchors will generate more information than farther anchors, and this pattern will be repeated in each loop.
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Figure 5: Theoretical lower bound of the root mean squared error in the localization using PDR, an LPS and the PF fusion scheme for 2 walking modes,
constant walk (S L = 1.2 m, tsw = 0.8 s and tsw = 1.2 s) and wandering walk
(S L = 0.6 m, tsw = 0.8 s and tsw = 3.8 s).
Evolution of the root mean squared error
14

PF fusion
PDR alone
LPS − RSS alone
Information fusion CRLB

13
12

4.2. Simulation results
The proposed system was tested using a synthetic signal of
a 10 closed loop walk from [33] and adding noise in the IMU
and the 4 RSS signals. In this evaluation three methods were
studied:

11
10
RMSE (m)

9
8
7
6
5

• PF Fusion: the proposed PF scheme without initial position or heading information.

4
3
2

• PDR Alone: a simple PDR approach with zero velocity
updates from [22] and known initial position and heading.

1
0
0

• LPS - RSS alone: a trilateration of the RSS distances without a movement model, based on the minimization of the
distance error as proposed in [44].

100
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300

400 500 600 700
Traveled distance (m)

800

900

1000

Figure 6: Evolution of the root mean squared error in the XY plane, obtained
using a Monte Carlo analysis of 1000 simulation experiments for PDR, LPS
using RSS measurements and a particle filter fusion of the previous.

For the evaluation of the RMSE we used a Monte Carlo analysis with 1000 experiments using the methods on the synthetic
signal (approximately 1000 m) with IMU noise. In the figure 6,
the obtained evolution of the root mean squared error is compared to the CRLB.

As expected, the PDR reconstruction produces a good relative positioning, but it requires the initial position and heading,
8

and the RMSE grows with time, in our case at a rate of approximately 0.5 % of the total traveled distance. Unlike the
theoretical CRLB, the RMSE does not have a lineal increment
with the squared root of the time, this is mainly due to the long
time effects of the biases in the gyroscope, but as the PF scheme
constantly correct the absolute estimation, the effects are minimized. Future implementations must take into account the bias
in the gyroscope.
The trilateration using RSS distances produced a limited positioning error with a RMSE between 4 m and 14 m according
to the position, this error level is enough for a general location
but insufficient for indoor positioning. The PF scheme offers a
solution able to significantly reduce the RMSE without the need
of an initial position or heading and our implementation is able
to lower the error level to values close to the CRLB.

frames, and the RSS values are obtained based on the RSS indicator at the IEEE 802.11b/g laptop adapter. In the TOF case,
the anchors send clear-to-send frames in response to periodically request-to-send frames sent by the IEEE 802.11b/g laptop
adapter. The TOF values are obtained as the time elapsed between the request and the response frames by the measuring
systems described in [45] and connected to the IEEE 802.11b/g
laptop adapter. WiFi RSS and TOF measurements vectors are
incorporated to the proposed fusion algorithm approximately at
1.5 Hz, when 50 RSS and 50 TOF measurements coming from
four different anchors are available.
In the ZigBee case the anchors consist of six IEEE 802.15.4
nodes. The approximately 102 meter-long path shown in figure 7 was carried out walking at constant speed and repeated 10
times. We use the modules JN5148-001-M004 (NXP Inc.) as
IEEE 802.15.4 laptop adapter and anchors. In the TOF case, the
IEEE 802.15.4 laptop adapter periodically sends request frames
to each node, and this laptop adapter saves the time elapsed between the request and the corresponding response frame by the
TOF ranging engine included in the JN5148-001-M004 modules. In the RSS case, the RSS value is obtained through the
RSS indicator of each response frame. Therefore, RSS and
TOF values are collected from the same response frame. ZigBee RSS and TOF measurement vectors are incorporated to the
proposed fusion algorithm approximately at 1 Hz, when 50 RSS
and 50 TOF measurements coming from four different anchors
are available. Although the ZigBee wireless network consists
of six nodes, to reduce the computational complexity, only the
information coming from the four most powerful ones are used
at each time.
The initial distribution of the particles in the XY plane was
established as a Gaussian centered in the position obtained
applying the linearized method proposed in [44] to the WiFi
RSS distance measurements and with an initial covariance proportional to the mean squared error of those measurements
(RMSE ∼ 40 m). The Z axis of the particles was initialized at
zero as this state was not used with these measurements and
will provide us an estimate of the path height distribution. This
state can be used for future implementations of floor matching
[46], ramp detection [47], etc. The heading state was initialized
uniformly between −π and π radians due to the lack of heading
information. In future implementations a magnetometer reading can be used to provide a better initial heading.

5. Experimental results
The particle filter fusion of the PDR step displacements with
range measurements was tested using WiFi and ZigBee measurements as a way to verify the behavior under two different
systems.
5.1. Experimental Setup
For the final evaluation we used real experiments performed
at the building shown in figure 7 where the target is a person
who carries both, a foot-mounted IMU, and a laptop at waist
level equipped with two wireless adapters, an IEEE 802.11b/g
adapter for WiFi measurements and an IEEE 802.15.4 adapter
for ZigBee measurements. In that building two tests were performed fusing information coming from the foot-mounted IMU
and WiFi or ZigBee wireless networks. In both tests, the triaxial accelerometer and gyroscope integrated in the foot-mounted
IMU (MTx from XSens Inc.) provided acceleration and angular
velocity at 100 Hz sample rate, respectively.
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W2 Z1
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5.2. Results

WiFi APs
ZigBee Nodes
WiFi Path
ZigBee Path

W3

40

30

40

The obtained trajectory in the WiFi case is shown in figure 8.
We observed that the first loop (in light blue) presented higher
error due to the initial position and heading ambiguity. As the
pedestrian continues his path the filter converges and we obtain
a smooth positioning that repeats his trajectory in the remaining loops with a limited positioning error. The path tends to
be slightly open due to the bias in the vertical axis of the gyroscope, but the absolute position measurements from the WiFi
are able to limit the error.
Figure 9 shows the obtained walking path using PDR step
displacements and the measurements received from the ZigBee

50

Figure 7: Closed routes repeated 8 and 10 times for trajectories with a total
length of 920 meters and 1020 meters, for WiFi and ZigBee cases, respectively.
The trajectories are along the west-wing corridors at the ETSIT-UVa building.

In the WiFi case the anchors consist of four IEEE 802.11b/g
access points. The approximately 115 meter-long path shown in
figure 7 was carried out walking at constant speed and repeated
8 times. In the RSS case, the anchors periodically send beacon
9

a. Position obtained with the particle filter scheme
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Figure 8: Position of the pedestrian. a. Using a particle filter to fuse the information from PDR and 4 WiFi access points (the particles probability is represented in
the size and color, red>yellow>green>blue, of the circle). The first loops is shown in light blue. b. PDR relative reconstruction of the position.
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Figure 9: Position of the pedestrian. a. Using a particle filter to fuse the information from PDR and 6 ZigBee motes (the particles probability is represented in the
size and color, red>yellow>green>blue, of the circle). The first loops is shown in light blue. b. PDR relative reconstruction of the position.
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nodes. Similar to the WiFi case, due to the lack of initial information on the heading, the first steps (shown in light blue) have
a higher error, but once the particles have been correctly resampled the estimation converges to the expected walking path.
Again due to the gyroscope bias the path is slightly rotated and
opened, but the range measurements limit the position error.
The presented algorithm was evaluated in MATLAB using
a Core 2 Quad processor (Q9500 at 2.83 GHz) in Windows 7.
We were able to run and plot (after each step) the particle filter
estimations of a 911 seconds PDR/WiFi signal and of a 876 seconds PDR/ZigBee signal with the IMU recorded at 100 Hz in
real time. The processor time used was approximately 318 seconds in the WiFi case and 306 seconds in the ZigBee case. In
both cases only 1 processor was used for the computations of
the PF.
For the evaluation of the error distribution, we compared the
obtained positions with a ground truth measured using marks in
the walked path. The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of
the positioning errors is presented in figure 10 for the WiFi case
and in figure 11 for the ZigBee case. The system was compared
to the range based estimation using only RSS measurements,
using TOF measurements, fusing RSS and TOF measurements
as presented in [37] and using a PF fusion with a constant error
model proposed in [13]. In the cdf computation the first loop
was discarded as it presents the initial position ambiguity, we
consider that the PF converged after the first loop.
The proposed method is able to obtain position errors of less
than 1.75 m for 90 % of the samples, in both cases for a 1000 m
walk. This error level in the WiFi case is approximately one
third of the obtained positioning error of the best LPS method
and in the ZigBee case one fourth of the error obtained with
best LPS method. In both cases the error level obtained with
the adaptive error model was lower than the one obtained with
the constant error model from [13]. These results show the improvement in the positioning due to the proposed fusion of the
PDR step displacements and the range based measurements under adaptive models.
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Figure 10: Cumulative distribution function of the position error for the stand
alone WiFi positioning [37], the proposed adaptive model PF fusion of PDR
with WiFi ranges and a constant model for PF fusion [13].
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6. Conclusions

Figure 11: Cumulative distribution function of the position error for the stand
alone ZigBee positioning [37], the proposed adaptive model PF fusion of PDR
with ZigBee ranges and a constant model for PF fusion [13].

In this paper we have presented a PF scheme for the real
time tight fusion of foot-mounted PDR and RSS/TOF rangebased position estimation. The PDR estimation provides a good
relative position, therefore the estimated position and heading
changes can be used to update the particles’ position and heading using a step displacement simplification model of PDR. The
error generated in the reconstruction of the position was analyzed using the study of the changes in position and heading
after a zero velocity update. Moreover, a PDR adaptive error
model was proposed which adds the PDR uncertainty of each
step to the particle movement model at a low update rate (approximately 1 update per second) according to the characteristics of the step.
The obtained position using only PDR estimates suffers from
a growing heading drift and unknown initial position, therefore, the use of RSS and TOF measurements to known locations
was proposed. For this paper a dynamically estimated path-loss

model without the need of a previous calibration was used. The
presented framework uses a PF to tackle the non-linearities in
the models and the non-Gaussianity in position and orientation
distributions. Such PF is also able to solve the initial position
and heading ambiguity, using the relative position of PDR and
range-based measurements. The proposed scheme separates the
particle displacement (with PDR) and the weight updates (for
other measurements) in the PF, simplifying the structure and
allowing the inclusion of additional measurements from other
sensors, map information or any heuristic.
The study of the Cramér-Rao lower bound of the fusion
scheme using the PF shows the improvement introduced in any
range based system by the movement model obtained with PDR
and the limiting of the error characteristic of any Dead Reckoning algorithm. The coupling of information in the PF scheme
produces an error level close to the theoretical lower bound.
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The use of the PDR displacement model significantly lower
the error of the a range based positioning system in the studied
case as shown by empirical measurements in a real indoor scenario. The obtained RMSE was reduced to one third of the LPS
error in WiFi and one fourth of the LPS error using ZigBee.
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